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W el co me to
Sim4Blocks

Welcome to the first edition of the Sim4Blocks newsletter!

S

im4Blocks is a four-year, EC-funded project
that focuses on the development of innovative
demand response services for residential and
commercial applications. The project combines
decentralised energy management technology at the
blocks-of-buildings-scale to enable demand response.
In this newsletter we first explain the project in a little
more detail. Then, we hear from AIT about the user
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requirements survey they have carried out, and Jordi
Cipriano talks us through the work being carried out
at the pilot site in Sant Cugat. Finally, we give a short
explanation of how demand response applies to
major actors in the energy market.
Don’t forget to follow us on twitter @Sim4Blocks
and get in touch via our website for debate and
comments.
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Why do we need Sim4Blocks?
The problem
Not everyone uses their electricity at the same time,
meaning that there are always peaks and troughs in the
use of this energy throughout the days and nights. This
means that electricity suppliers need to ensure that they
have the capacity to meet the highest demand, even
though for most of the time this demand runs at far below
the available capacity.
The real problem here is that electricity cannot be
easily stored. If it could then we would simply keep
the capacity stored up to meet any demand, meaning
production could be kept predictable and even. As it is,
the only way electricity demand can always be met is by
controlling the rate at which we generate electricity. This
is relatively straightforward when we burn fossil fuels for
our power, or use nuclear energy or even hydropower,
but with more and more renewable sources being used,
things get complicated.
If demand is low when the wind is blowing or the sun
is shining, then the electricity that produces can go to
waste. Similarly, when demand is high and it’s still and
dark, then capacity can be low and there is a risk of power
cuts or outages.
The background
In 2009 the EU enacted the 2020 climate and energy
package with three key targets:
• 20% cut in greenhouse gas emissions
(from 1990 levels)
• 20% of EU energy should be generated from renewables
• There should be a 20% improvement in
energy efficiency

“If demand is low when
the wind is blowing or
the sun is shining, then
the electricity that
produces can go
to waste”
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If the EU is to meet these ambitious targets, more
renewable energy sources are going to be needed. The
unpredictable nature of the output from solar and wind
energy sources means that the electricity ecosystem
needs to become more flexible. Demand response (DR)
offers great potential for providing this flexibility.
The solution: Demand response
Demand response essentially changes how electricity
is consumed from users switching on whenever we
want and expecting the supplier to meet that demand
to taking more control about when we use electricity
and switching on when there is higher capacity. In
other words, using power when the wind is blowing.
Demand response programmes encourage users to
do this by offering lower bills. By reducing peaks of
electricity demand, we can reduce the cost of electricity
production and these savings can be passed on.
Meanwhile demand response also enables the better
integration of renewable energy supply into existing energy
networks, thus helping to meet those EU 2020 targets.
By developing demand response technologies that
operate in blocks of buildings rather than individual
homes, Sim4Blocks will maximise impact of more
efficient electricity consumption, while also promoting
local storage of electricity from renewables at the same
scale for use when demand does peak.
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AIT Carries Out User Requirements Survey
The AIT Austrian Institute of Technology has carried out a user requirements survey to identify and understand
user and site requirements for demand response. This initial stage of research will inform the creation of
interfaces to control energy at home later in the project.
The Sim4Blocks will create innovative demand
response (DR) services for residential and commercial
applications. To work out what users expect from these
services, AIT has carried out a survey to gauge people’s
feelings on the different aspects of such systems.
Much of the information on user requirements was
gathered from existing research on the subject,
including a number of previous AIT projects. Results
from prior projects had placed their focus on user
requirements for smart grids rather than for DR
measures. Therefore, AIT also carried out a quantitative
online survey and qualitative interviews targeted
specifically at user requirements for DR measures.
“Much of what we found was comparable to the results
of prior projects”, says Kathrin Röderer of AIT. “But some
of the aspects, such as demand response, had not been
covered and we got some interesting results there.”

“The residents were
asked what they valued
most in terms of what
the system might be
able to do. In both sites,
protecting the
environment and
reducing monthly
energy costs were
valued highest”

Quantitative online survey
The main goal of the online study was to assess the
residents’ attitudes towards different demand response
measures considered for implementation within the use
cases at the three pilot sites. A special focus was given to
aspects that had not been covered in previous studies on
comparable topics. 46 people from St. Cugat and 53 from
Wüstenrot participated in the survey.
Residents in both the St. Cugat site in Spain and the
Wüstenrot site in Germany were given a series of questions
about a number of issues surrounding demand response,
and were asked to rate how important certain features
of a hypothetical demand response system would be to
them. For instance, the residents were asked what they
valued most in terms of what the system might be able to
do. In both sites, protecting the environment and reducing
monthly energy costs were valued highest.

Spanish site
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With respect to flexibility for shifting loads to off-peak
times when energy is cheap, people were most open
to shifting washing clothes or dishes in both pilot sites.
Preparation of meals, use of home entertainment, and
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German site

bathing/showering were all seen as less easily moved.
“Many of the participants also expressed concerns about
control”, says Röderer. In general, they wanted to remain
in charge and give their explicit consent before anything
is changed. “This, of course, will be taken into account
when designing systems within the project. These control
options have to be represented in the interface, and it
should be made easy to set those control settings, not
hidden behind some complex menu.”
Qualitative interviews
Qualitative interviews were carried out to gauge the
behaviour potential of employees and visitors of the
town hall building at the German pilot site Wüstenrot.
The interviews focused on individual potentials to save
energy at the workplace or when visiting a public
building, respectively.
Participants were asked how they thought they could
save more energy at the workplace, whether load shifting
could be possible, how motivated they were to save
more energy in the workplace, how they thought local
government had promoted environmental conservation,
and whether there were possibilities for visitors to
contribute towards energy savings.
Conclusions from the survey
Although each pilot project site has its own individual
characteristics (type of housing, social level of tenants,
different sources of power generation, technology,
different tariff market, weather, etc.), all share, to a greater
or lesser extent, the business and user requirements to
implement DR services in each of them.
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Many of the empirically extracted requirements in the online
survey and the qualitative interviews match prior findings.
However, new insights were obtained in domains specific
for the Sim4Blocks project, such as demand response
and automation experience. Differences between pilot
sites appeared, but in most variables the two sites were
comparable.
There is a need to consider both business and user
requirements equally in developing innovative DR services.
Some of the requirements are more closely connected
than others and have to be examined from both angles
(e.g., load shifting has implications from technical as well
as from user perspectives). Including the user perspective
into the technical field of DR innovation is highly important
as it ensures technology acceptance and long-term use of
technology on the user side.
With specific respect to user requirements, it is critical that
the benefits of DR systems are communicated clearly and
effectively. However, these benefits do not necessarily have
to be financial; a contribution to environmental protection
can also be very motivating and fosters customer trust in the
system and in their energy provider.
Next steps
AIT will use the results from this study in the next step
of their work for Sim4Blocks, which will be working on
creating the interfaces for end users. “We will have an
interface workshop to discuss which interfaces are needed
and brainstorm our options,” says Röderer. “Once we have
decided upon these, they will be designed and tested in an
extensive field trial at the three pilot sites.”
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Partner interview: Jordi Cipriano, CIMNE
Jordi Cipriano of CIMNE is working on the pilot site in Sant Cugat, Spain. Here, he outlines the plans for the
buildings and residents, gives an update on the work carried out so far, and talks about attending the European
Utility Week on behalf of Sim4Blocks.

Spanish site
There are three partners engaged in the project at
the Spanish pilot site. Promusa is a social housing
organisation that owns the buildings. 70 per cent of the
households in the buildings are rented homes, and so
Promusa manages all the contracts with the people in
these homes.
Energea is an energy service company. They are
responsible for the energy management for thermal
uses in all of the dwellings in the buildings. They are
also responsible for managing the bills and contracts.
In one of the buildings, all of the existing mechanical
meters are going to be removed, and will be replaced
by a single meter working at block level. This will be
managed by Energea.
CIMNE, the organisation that I am from, is providing the
software platforms to manage all the data coming from
the users. We are also developing the algorithms and
artificial intelligence that will help to implement demand
response services.
Progress in Sant Cugat
So far we have managed to get contracts with around
50 per cent of the inhabitants in the buildings, and we
have had them fill in surveys on social information and
other details. They have also signed letters confirming
participations in the project.
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Monitoring equipment is being installed in the buildings,
without which we would not be able to implement demand
response services.
CIMNE is now developing the algorithms that will be the
basis for the services. These are being developed based
on data we have from previous projects. We want to
implement a big data architecture that has been developed
by us in previous projects. We are currently managing huge
amounts of data coming from smart meters from other
regions of Spain, and we are using this data to inform the
development of the algorithms that will be applied in the
pilot site in Sant Cugat.
European Utility Week
Laura Garcia of Energea and myself visited European
Utility Week on 15-17th November in Barcelona, where
we had a meeting with a company called POWERHOUSE
from the Netherlands. They create software tools for
energy companies. This software is quite powerful and
includes several packages, including some related to
user engagement and some related to dealing with the
electricity market. POWERHOUSE have agreed to let us use
their demand response software in Sant Cugat so we can
validate it and demonstrate how it can work in the Spanish
market. Energea will have access to it via the cloud, and
in return for its use will present their experience with it to
POWERHOUSE after the pilot is finished.
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How demand response applies to major actors in
the energy market BY MALCOLM Yadack
Retail suppliers
Electricity retailers are being forced to innovate to keep up
with both competition (liberalised markets for end-use of
energy and for flexibility) and with technological progress
(national rollout of smart meters, IoT enabled appliances and
energy systems, etc.). Sim4Blocks will explore energy tariffs
that retailers can offer to households to harness the greatest
potential for contributing to grid stability. It will also look at
how retailers can cluster their users, offering products and
harnessing potential at the city-block and/or district level.
Distribution system operators
Distribution system operators (DSOs) must plan and
manage their low- and mid-level voltage grids to
accommodate the maximum demanded power in the
network - irrespective of how often this “peak-power”
occurs. Demand response is one way to reduce the peak
power in a distribution network, which can provide large
savings in terms of infrastructure.
DSOs must also contend with geographically focused voltage
congestion in their networks, especially due to decentralised
solar power generation. DSOs need market frameworks that
take advantage of these opportunities to replace potential
very expensive infrastructure expansions (eg, transformers,
more power lines, etc.) with regional demand response
actions. In Germany’s case, this is partially addressed in the
newly updated Energiewirtschaftsgesetz from October 2016
which allows for flexible energy users which operate in a
“network-supporting-way” to be offered lower network fees
– just one example among a range of European cases and
possibilities for market rules.
DSOs should also be allowed to implement demand response
actions in ways that are at least similar to those rules used for
infrastructure investments.
Transmission system operators
Transmission system operators (TSOs) ensure a stable system
at the national (and through cooperation, international) level.
This includes requiring those in the energy system to balance
their planned supply and demand efficiently and operating
the system in a way that allows that to happen. They also
ensure that unavoidable short-term mismatches in demand
and supply are compensated for. The latter is often referred
to as “ancillary services” for the grid. Many ancillary services
systems take the form of liberalised markets, and although
classically it has been the large power plants that have been
the primary participants in these markets, demand-responsecapable energy users have recently been encouraged to
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participate in ancillary services markets. This encouragement
to participate has taken the form of (alongside price signals
from the markets themselves) reduced barriers to entry (size
and availability rules have been relaxed in Germany and
other countries, as have rules for billing and balancing of
accounts between affected retailers and DSOs). Sim4Blocks
will explore which aspects of ancillary services can benefit
the most from demand response, and what the potential
is of demand response to contribute to the various types
of ancillary services across Europe. Can blocks of buildings
be coordinated in a way to increase the potential demand
response contribution and is this compatible with current
market structures?
Aggregators
Aggregators’ business is to pay generators and users of
electricity for their flexibility. Can aggregators operate at
the level of a neighbourhood, or an individual building?
Often these flexibile loads (especially households with
electric heating systems or battery storage combined
with photovoltaics) are too small and require a larger
degree of optimisation at local level than an aggregator
can provide. The question then is how the flexible loads
of these households and districts can be harnessed (and
financially incentivised) by and for aggregators. Also, can
aggregators move past business models relying on system
level (read, national level) ancillary services markets and
toward local, low-voltage grid-level services in support of
DSOs and local regions?
Customers (big and small)
Can tariffs and the technical concepts be communicated
effectively? Are price signals strong enough to incentivise
participation? To what extent is automation necessary (e.g.
automatic control of flexible heating systems) and what role
does user behaviour (e.g. choice of time to use appliances)
play a role? What are the cost-effective options for harnessing
the demand response potential of customers while
minimising regulatory impacts on citizens and homes?
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